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Figure 1: Most important function blocks.

Because stepper motors are current driven, even at standstill, testing has required only a test oscillator, power supply and appropriate motor. 

During a soak test, reliability and heatsink temperature could easily be assessed.

A bench top motor dynamometer 
for drive testing

Techlyn has manufactured stepper motor drives since the mid 
nineties. Our new positioning drive for brushless (and brushed) 
servomotors created a testing problem. With these motors the 

drive current is proportional to the position error, so some method 
of loading of a rotating motor was required. A ‘quick and dirty’ test 
could be performed by using a lever on the motor output shaft at 
standstill. However, this would result in asymmetrical currents in 
the motor and drive.

Drive operating principle

Figure 1 shows the most important function blocks. The motor pro-
vides two feedback signals:
• Three magnetic Hall effect sensors to indicate when the three sta-

tor windings should change polarity in order to maintain rotation 
of the permanent magnet rotor

• An incremental encoder to allow high resolution positioning

Test set-up.
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The windings are driven by the switch output section which receives 
its command signal from a current loop. This prevents the drive from 
attempting to provide infinite output current in the event of a large 
position error. The positioning loop sets the final positioning accuracy 
by comparing the required position with the actual position. 

The position error is computed by comparing the target position of 
a bi-directional input counter, driven by the step and direction signals 
with another bi-directional counter driven by the feedback encoder.

Controller filtering uses a PID (Proportional, Integral and Deriva-
tive) algorithm. My intention is to publish a further article to amplify 
the drive operation principles.

Dynamometer operation

(Refer to Figure 2) − this follows standard practice by coupling the 
motor on test to another motor which acts as a generator to load the 
test motor. In this case (see Test set-up) a suitable sized dc brush 
motor and motor drive were to hand.

Figure 2: Test setup schematic.

In operation the brushless motor was set to run at about 600 rpm. The 
brush motor was initially set to run at the same speed. Thereafter the 
brush motor was set to run slightly slower to run in the regeneration 
mode. The brushless motor was therefore continuously trying to 
speed up the brush motor. A clamp-on ammeter was used to measure 
the brushless motor phase current and the brush motor speed was 
set to a point where the brushless drive was fully loaded. 

The energy recovered by the brake motor attempts to keep in-
creasing the dc power supply voltage to store the recovered energy. 

Instead of a resistive power dump (and consequent power wastage) 
the drive supplies were paralleled and the dc power supply needed 
only to supply the system losses. This is standard practice in the drives 
industry. The drive heatsink and motor case were fitted with LM35 
sensors (10 mV/°C) and a 12 bit AD converter sent the temperatures 
at one second intervals to the data capture program.

‘Makerplot’ is a modestly priced easy to learn program, and Fig-
ure 4 shows the resulting data. The red plot shows the drive heatsink 
temperature and the black plot shows the motor case temperature.

Figure 4: Plot showing temperatures versus time.

Conclusion

The plots show a rise of some 30 °C above ambient:
• The heatsink on the drive is designed to be conduction cooled 

by the cubicle chassis plate. In this case it was merely resting on 
the bench surface

• These types of duty cycles rarely occur in servo driven machines 
where high torque is only required during acceleration and de-
celeration

Abbreviations/Acronyms 

AD  – Analogue to Digital 
Dc – direct current
PID – Proportional Integral Derivative

Techlyn has manufactured stepper 
motor drives since the mid nineties.
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